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Abstract. The study examines innovative educational technologies for their potential impact on and use in teaching, learning, and creative inquiry within the higher education environment. The analysis of the problem connected with creating (transforming) the educational environment in the context of digitalization showed that this multifaceted task requires further study. The aim of the work is to review and assess the implementation of digital technologies in the university educational environment. The urgency of using digital technologies in the teaching-learning process has been substantiated; the importance of the digital competence formation for all educational process participants has been shown; the significance of filling the curricular with online products has been emphasized; the need to combine traditional educational methods with innovative technologies has been confirmed by the example of foreign language teaching. A systematic approach, desk research and expert assessment methods were used. The new ways of forming digital competence based on the use of open online resources are revealed; original ways of convergence of traditional and innovative educational environment are presented. The authors attempted to develop a methodological approach towards connecting learning inside/outside the classrooms through the digital cloud and estimate the impact of the digital revolution on the learners and teachers’ profile. The research results can be used by teachers perceiving digital competence as a new tool for converting learning environment into a comfort zone.
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Аннотация. Создание инновационной образовательной среды в вузе способно качественно изменить процесс подготовки специалистов, обладающих цифровой компетентностью. Анализ проведенных исследований по проблеме создания (преобразования) образовательной среды вуза в условиях цифровизации показал, что данная многоаспектная задача требует дальнейшего изучения. Целью работы является рассмотрение и оценка внедрения цифровых технологий в образовательную среду университета. Обоснована актуальность использования цифровых технологий в образовательном процессе высшей школы; показана важность формирования цифровой компетентности у всех участников образовательного процесса; акцентирована значимость наполнения содержания учебных дисциплин онлайн-продуктами: подтверждена
Introduction

Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council of 18 December 2006 on key competences for lifelong learning supported the development of competence-oriented teaching and learning as well as related curricula reforms. Competence-oriented educational approaches and curricula focus not only on the outcomes of a learning process but also on the application of that learning in new or different contexts. Competences include more than knowledge and understanding and take into account the ability to apply them when performing a task. Competence-oriented education is regarded as advantageous in a time when digital orientation of our societies is developing at an immense speed and when the skills required need to be transferred to and developed in many different societal contexts, including the ones unforeseen in the future.

Today we witness fortified collaboration between training and learning sceneries at all levels as well as strengthened outfits, means and directions in education and employment to back public in managing their lifelong learning pathway.

Digital age is a new stage in the development of humankind associated with the construction of a global knowledge-based information or digital society. Today it is safe to say that humanity has entered a qualitatively new stage in its development related to the construction of a global digital society. This new era of human development corresponds to the concept of creating a Global Information Network or Global Digital Society, which has become a common platform for interaction of all subjects of the modern world to solve the problem of implementing a new era, which is based on such basic concepts as: information, data, knowledge and communication.

Digital competence definition concerns “the basic skill or ability to use a computer confidently, safely and effectively, including: the ability to use office software such as word processors, email and presentation software, the ability to create and edit images, audio and video, and the ability to use a web browser and Internet search engines” [Royal Society, 2012, с.17]. The stated skills are almost obligatory in the global digital society is a lifelong perspective and, in fact, a new cultural and historical context for the humanity development under the conditions of the forthcoming fourth industrial revolution (PR4.0), which involves transformation of production, economy and the social sphere through the widespread use of information, communication, digital and hybrid technologies [Kozhevnikova, 2011]. Technological changes concern all the elements of the social sphere including education. Transformation of services focuses on creating new educational products and converting existing ones to digital. This usually means converting traditional stand-alone lectures into a video format, creating digital content, including multime-
Digital competence is currently considered to be a vital requirement for life and occupation, or rather a survival skill. It serves as a cornerstone, which allows mastering other key competences (e.g. communicative, reasoning, critical thinking, knowledge widening, cultural awareness). It is also important for ensuring citizens’ active participation in social life [Rozdolskaya i dr., 2017].

Digital skills should be inserted both in the instruction process in a whole and in every subject in particular. It is reasonable to start the process of digital learning as early as it could be and for higher education, we estimate it as an obligatory one. Students are to learn to use digital instruments critically and creatively [Isaev, Eroshenkova, 2011].

As education is at least a two-side process, teachers need to constantly master their digital competence in order to manage and support instruction [Rastova i dr., 2006]. Besides, today digital competence is a general prerequisite for all the population for acting, working and learning in the information society. We can claim that digital competence is now reckoned as a great strategic significance and helps in many aspects of our life, i.e. public, healthiness, trade and industry, social life, ethnic identity, etc. [Tarasova, Altonayan, 2017].

Main Body

Digital competence has many different aspects and features, embracing a lot of areas and fields of knowledge and it spreads and widens quickly in parallel with appearance of new technologies. Being digitally competent means to be able to follow its five crucial areas, which were identified and summarized as follows [The Digital Competence Framework 2.0, 2019]:

1. Information: to identify, locate, retrieve, store, organize and analyze digital information, judging its relevance and purpose. The information capacity includes searching, evaluating, filtering and saving information.

2. Communication: to communicate in digital environments, share resources through online tools, link with others and collaborate through digital tools, interact with and participate in communities and networks, possess cross-cultural awareness. Successful communication embraces networking by means of technologies; material and content distribution; digital identity and netiquette. It is a technical competence. It concerns dealing with various software, ability to code. At the same time creative results assume partnership, revealed in the communication area.

3. Content-creation: to create and edit new content (from word processing to images and video); to integrate and re-elaborate previous knowledge and content; to produce creative expressions, media outputs and programming; to deal with and apply intellectual property rights and licenses; to work on content-creation; to possess competences in copyright and licenses; to elaborate the content; to produce and distribute multimedia products and programs matching with different software.

4. Safety: personal protection, data protection, digital identity protection, security measures, safe and sustainable use. Safety is that very area, which is closely connected with different competences, for example, digital identity and netiquette. Nowadays it is crucial for people to know about threats existing on-line.

5. Problem-solving: to identify digital needs and resources; to make informed decisions on most appropriate digital tools; to use technologies for solving technical problems; to maintain students interest and participation.

For any educational institution and its actors today it is vitally important to acquire ability to identify and eliminate digital competence gaps. Digital reality helps create learning environment with the focus on particularly innovative, influential and actual architecture. To understand the main trends of learning environments for the 21st century we analyzed actual research reviews. Most of them provide the following flow-through principles [Bazanova, 2012]:
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recognize the learners as core participants of the education process, inspire their vigorous engagement, and develop their understanding of the importance of being active learners;

be founded on the social nature of learning and actively encourage both group work and well-organized co-operative learning;

be acutely sensitive to the individual differences among the learners, including their prior knowledge;

use devise programs that demand hard work and challenge from all without excessive overloading;

operate with clarity of expectations and deploy assessment strategies consistent with these expectations; there should be strong emphasis on formative feedback to support learning;

strongly promote “horizontal connectedness” across areas of knowledge and subjects as well as to the community and the wider world [Benavides et al., 2010; Neumann, 2018).

The strength and significance of each principle is vital in close cohesion with the others. All together they provide a proper framework for creating an effective learning environment. It is vitally important to understand that all these principles (embracing students’ activity, co-operative learning, professionals’ competence, well-organized working process, effective feedback, horizontal connectedness) can be augmented considerably by means of IT technologies.

Digital or information and communication technologies (ICT) initiated a lot of changes and modifications occurring in everyday life as ICT penetrated into all spheres of routine work and facilitated to blurring boundaries between virtual and traditional environment [Irkhina i dr., 2012]. The computer-generated surroundings therefore spread and enhance the grasp of learners in their training – concerning communication and relationships development with their group mates, instructors and gaining access to enormous and rich knowledge bases [Kolos, Kuzminova, 2016]. ICT influence is essential for education process. Innovative methods of teaching and learning are being widely introduced; new sources of instructive information have appeared and are actual for teachers and students. The lifelong learning concept, worked out by European Parliament, has become widely spread. It includes eight competences: literacy competence; languages’ competence; science, technological, engineering and mathematical competence; digital competence; personal, social and learning competence; civic competence; entrepreneurship competence; and cultural awareness and expression competence [Recommendation of the European Parliament, 2006]. Lifelong Learning ideas should be anchored in the public mind from early childhood education and reinforced in adult education, reproducing the necessity to upkeep competence development in a sustainable lifelong learning outlook. In the frames of knowledge society, they are in great demand being closely connected with ICT, which serve as a means for optimal social inclusion, excellence of life and effectiveness in work, market and economic development. Implementation of ICT in the education process can be seen as one of the crucial constituents in teaching and learning policies and it is turning into an object of scientific investigation. The concept of digital competence is becoming a priority in actions and initiatives of every higher educational establishment.

This sustainable education philosophy initiates inclusive and fair quality education and lifelong learning opportunities for every person. For being competitive and appropriate it is actual to develop new skills, be engaged in self-taught study, acquire skills in a new sport or activity, learn to use a new technology, gain new knowledge. Personal self-actualization and satisfaction can be achieved both by chasing personal interests and desires and careering professional goals as humans have a naturally occurring motivation to discover, study and improve their own quality of life and inspire a sense of self-esteem [Lysova i dr., 2016].

Lifelong learning, which is a form of self-initiated training oriented at personal development, emphasizes the following features:

– foster students of all ages and in all forms of education, including non-formal and formal ones, in developing key competences for lifelong learning;
– up-to-date programs to present and prospect demands to be certain that the public can acquire and master the competences they need;
– work out steps to encourage competence-oriented instruction in lifelong learning perspective, that is creation of innovative learning environment, backing for professors and other educational staff; evaluation of competence development.

E-learning is well fitted to satisfy these features. Authentic learning experience aimed at mastering an education program by electronic means is provided by e-learning. It includes web-based learning, virtual laboratories, digital cooperation and distribution of information via the Internet. It can go along with face-to-face learning with a lecturer and in mixed learning. Nowadays formal education system is under growing burden connected with answering and adjusting to prompt technological development as well as to attendant alterations appearing in the environment we act and live. There is an urgent need to enrich learning process by applying new pedagogical approaches and IT technologies, and thus make formal education more engaging and actual [Kozhevnikova, 2014].

Under the present situation, teachers with student-centered views are inclined to realize student-oriented curricula even if there exist technical, managerial or assessment barriers. Instructors’ own opinions and outlooks concerning the appropriateness of technology for students’ learning are understood as the ground for their success. Furthermore, inside factors (e.g. desire for using technology, rational problem-solving, priority-driven mentality) and maintenance from other actors (managers, officers, and learning networkers) are crucial for determining teachers’ practices. The strongest barriers on the way to using technology are wrong attitudes and views on technology and lecturers’ insufficient levels of knowledge. It is vitally important to understand that modern students not only chose but create the content. Along with their teachers they can become experts on specific content areas. All the available learning resources should be used flexibly to satisfy individual student educational needs [Boldova, 2012].

In the present study we consider some online opportunities for learning languages. They include:
– selecting digital resources understanding applicable copyright and accessibility requirements;
– organizing, sharing and publishing digital resources respecting the rules of copyright;
– creating and modifying digital resources considering the specific learning objective, content, pedagogical approach and learner group.

Learning languages and being able to communicate in more than one language remains one of the key competences for lifelong learning. The focus of the Languages Competence is on improving the development of linguistic competences and stressing the importance of learning languages as a tool for communication within multilingual societies and work environments.

Among the stable and experienced providers of e-learning language materials are the British Council, the British Study Centers, BBC, which help meet language training needs. There are also online learning communities where anyone can learn different subjects created by professionals free of charge. For example, Memrise [Mem Rise, 2010-2020]. It is the exact combination of science and fun. It is a good enhancement in the learning process both for teachers tracking the progress of their students and the students hoping to better retain what they learn. It is designed for learning vocabulary, grammar and interesting facts. Memrise is grounded on some significant scientific findings about how we learn. It includes the system of mnemonics, memory aids, mind maps, spaced repetition, crowdsourcing that encourage human brain to work better by engaging imagination. As a result, it facilitates establishment of tougher and more long-lasting memories, allows to keep information in the human mind; to convert data into a form that the brain can keep in a better in comparison with its original form [Davidenko, 2013].

One more useful site for increasing students’ awareness of their learning a foreign language through digital and collaborative feedback techniques is a new course worked out by Cambridge University Press. The word feedback is mostly associated with teacher’ measuring
the class performance but it is also important for learners’ perception of the progress they managed to achieve.

Cambridge Dictionary gives the following definition of feedback: an opinion from someone about something that you have done or made [Cambridge Dictionary, 2020]. The available free digital resources can make giving feedback far more practical, it can play a major role in helping students with their language learning efforts to understand how they are progressing. Artificial intelligence (AI) feedback gives students specific suggestions on how to adjust their production (spoken or written) in a more independent way. In the past few years, free AI tools became available and can be applied in the educational context. For illustrative purposes we can address the site for writing skills development Write & Improve [Write & Improve, 2020]. It allows to get feedback on written letters and compositions, receive specific key hints on the printed works. Write & Improve uses new technology developed at the University of Cambridge to mark English writing accurately. It shows the parts of inserted text that may need improvement, helps check students’ spelling, grammar and vocabulary.

Similar service helps the learner get feedback on the intelligibility of their pronunciation. The voice typing in Google Docs is a practical alternative to feedback from a teacher. The students just press the microphone icon and read in real time as the system transcribes what was spoken. Students can then reflect on their pronunciation and practice the sounds that Google Docs struggles to understand and transcribe. Referring to an online dictionary is another way to learn the accurate pronunciation of words. And it is a free tool that we can encourage our students to use.

These ideas all play a role in enabling our students to make good use of the available and free technical resources to study and improve, as education is more likely to be effective when feedback emphasizes features of the task (success criteria) and focuses learning goals.

A useful feedback can be also obtained while working with Digital Stories which are “multimedia movies that combine photographs, video, animation, sound, music, text, and often a narrative voice. Digital stories may be used as an expressive medium within the classroom to integrate subject matter with existing knowledge and skills from across the curriculum. Students can work individually or collaboratively to produce their own digital stories. Once completed, these stories can easily be uploaded to the Internet and can be made available to an international audience, depending on the topic and purpose of the project” [Henson, 2015, с. 103]. Students can publish their digital stories online and so share their results with an authentic audience. It opens access to feedback and learning through the works of others, including their peers. Digital storytelling suits students with different learning abilities and styles and strengthens cooperation among them.

Similar purposes can be achieved through the web-quest model, which is actively used in the educational process as one of the strategies for integrating the Internet. The authors define the web quest as “a type of reference-oriented activity of students using the Internet resources”. [Volkova, 2018]. Due to the nature of the web-quest, the tasks can be set so as to resemble reality. This is at the core of the motivational aspect of the method. There many benefits of using web-quests during English classes as they:

– help educators to fit the Internet into the language classes as they do not involve exceptional technical background;
– are mostly team actions and inspire communication and distribution of information among group mates;
– function as a linguistic tool, but can also bear out interdisciplinary functions;
– enhance critical thinking skills and analyzing viewpoints;
– can be both thrilling and genuine tasks and encourage students to assess the activities they are involved in.

In essence, web-quests are small projects in realization of which the Internet serves as the main source of information. Web-quests can be teacher-made or learner-made; all depends on the education activity the instructor chooses.
There are a number of useful and unique links to educational web quests such as:
− universal gamification tools for training;
− technology for creating educational Internet resources, for example, the Filamentality server (interactive website created to help you search the Internet and collect useful educational web resources);
− accumulation of web requests (information about web requests);
− specific examples of web quests;
− multimedia applications;
− a collection of necessary or desirable prerequisites for completing a web quest.

The above Internet services, resources and their brief characteristics are just some components of e-learning, which, as part of a holistic learning process, should help in formation of digital competence of all educational process participants as well as their readiness for self-development and lifelong education.

Conclusion

The mentioned above Internet services, techniques and methods are just a small fraction of useful electronic teaching means. We live in a digital age where technology is not an option and digital competence became a new reality of the innovative learning environment altering the way we deliver education. Higher education is already experiencing a period of unprecedented change worldwide. Realizing that it is a complex system, which involves multiple players and complicated processes, working in an innovative learning environment becomes a more robust, continuously improving cognitive practice where training is collaborative. As learning environment includes the physical, social, and pedagogical context in which instruction occurs, it supports strengths-based teaching and learning; offers school community flexibility, ubiquity, connectedness and feedback.

Historically, a gap has existed between the two worlds of formal and informal learning, theory and practice. The challenge is to break the barriers between these silos. Traditional learning has been formal, structured, intentionally planned, whereas innovative learning makes the classroom informal at nature and connects it with a real world via IT.

The results of our research have revealed the main benefits of digital competence in the frame of the innovative learning environment and allowed to find out the main sorts of skills and techniques teachers require:
− identifying the technological preferences of students, realizing the ways that students use and learn with web tools;
− encouraging students to choose and use web tools, reflect on and share their learning values;
− defining clear criteria to assess, evaluate, and introduce the learning affordances and benefits of web tools by students and teachers;
− selecting appropriate web tools to support different phases of teaching and learning processes; designing appropriate learning tasks;
− getting information of other teachers’ practices and success stories.

Digital competence acquisition can improve the educational process not only by helping teachers to establish a student-centric learning environment, but also by supporting their professional development. In this regard, Kennedy [Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, cited, 2010] noted that the most important feature of a professional development approach is a strong focus on helping teachers understand how students learn specific content, and how specific instructional practices and tools can support student learning outcomes.

The study confirmed that implementation of digital technologies into university educational environment has a positive impact on students’ engagement. The global digital society demands creating of an innovative learning environment that addresses the needs of our today’s
learners and is aimed at their inspiring. It is really a challenge to the teacher’s success in the classroom and is not always an easy task. The learning environment should encourage the relationship among the educators and the students. Being a new concept of the innovative learning environment digital competence can greatly influence the dynamics of the lesson while rearranging a classroom by means of available technology and resources.
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